Abstract In this paper, a two-stage algorithm for vector quantization will be proposed based on selforganizing map (SOM) neural network. Firstly, a conventional self-organizing map will be modified to deal with dead codebooks in the learning process and then will be used to obtain the codebook distribution structure for a given set of input data. Secondly, subblocks will be classified based on the previous structure distribution with a prior criteria. Then the conventional LBG algorithm will be applied to these subblocks for data classification with initial values obtained via SOM. Finally, extensive simulations illustrate that the proposed two-stage algorithm is very effective.
Introduction

& t o r quantization (VQ) is an important technique for
data compression 11, 21. Roughly speaking, the principle of vector quantization can be described as fol- . . , W M . To transfer any data vector to the receiver, the sender only needs to transfer the index j of the associated codebook wut, which is the nearest codebook to (i according to a certain d i s Lance measure. Usually, the squared Euclidean distance is adopted. n d(a, b) = C(a6 -bJ2 for a, b E R" (1) On the other hand, the received data differs from the original ones. A distortion error is usually defined to evaluate the quality of codebook construction. 
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where W E stands for the codebook that the sample data [belongs to.
The codebook construction is a key issue in VQ. Many codebook construction approaches have been proposed '0-7803-7488-6/02/$17.00 (6 2002 IEEE. in which one tries to find a codebook C such that it can minimize the distortion error (2) for a given data set D. For randomly given data set, the corresponding optimization problem is a complex nonlinear problem and only local optimal solution depending on initial codebook selection can be obtained via standard opti- During learning process, a randomly selected input vector z E R" from the training set will be connected to all neurons in parallel. At the kth step, we select the vector z to a winning neuron C i according to the following competitive rule.
In this case, all the neurons within a certain neighbourhood aiound the winning neuron will participate in the where a is a small nuniber 0 < a < 1. Denote Nj is the number of input elements associated with codebook cj and its elements are zi E Rn,
a'
Further, q and $I can he calculated with the following formula
where q represents the direction with largest deviation in neighborhood of cj. This algorithm will activate the dead codebooks quickly and speed up the the SOM algorithm. Moreover, this will make the SOM algorithm to grasp the input data structure more fairely since the updated codebook will share the distortion error with the codebook with the largest distortion error. This modification will be embeded in the first.stage in the two-stage parrel VQ.
The Two-stage Algorithm
As described previously, the LBG algorithm depends on the selection of initial codebook values. Its variants, which may achieve better performance, are usually limited by initial value selection or with much more computation cost. In order to overcome these shortcomings, we design a two-stage optimization structure. First, the modified SOM algorithm is applied to catch the global topological structure. Then the data space is divided into several sub-classses in term of cluster codebooks. Finally, the LBG algorithm is used in each sub-classes parallelly to increase the convergence speed.
The algorithm can be described as below.
Step 1. Initialization. One first uses the modified SOM to catch the structural topology of data set.
Step 2. Codebook clustering. One can duster the codebooks into several sub-blocks as described below.
Giveu a'threshold D, one can construct a distance matrix 'in the follwing way. Firstly, one computes the Euclidean distance between each two codebooks to get a distance matrix with the dimension of the codebook set. Secondly, let's find the codebooks with the minimal distance in the distance matrix. If the rhinimal distance is less than the threshhold D, one clusters these two. codebooks into one new codebook which will be chosen i~4 the center of these codebooks.
Thirdly, one can construct a new distance matrix with lower dimension for the new codebook and the left codebooks. The previous procedure can be repeated until the minimal distance is larger or equal to the tbreshhold D. Finally, some sub-blocks can be obtained accordingly.
Step 3. With the LBG algorithm, one can do dassifica. tion for each sub-blocks in parallel with the codebooks obtained via the SOM as the initial values.
In this algorithm, the SOM was first used to produce a better initial values for the LBG algorithm. This overcomes the shortcomings of the LBG algorithm, With large input data, the LBG algorithm is usually very slow. In order to cope with slow computation, we proposed a scheme to separate the input data into different
Illustrative Examples
In this section, some simulations have been imple mented for the two-stage parallel algorithm and comparisions have been made with different &sting ccdebook construction methods. The experiment data used here is from [4], Total 500 two-dimensional dats. points are included in the simulations. Here we considere ten different cases in which the codebook size are (10,20,. . . ,100) respectively. The Root Mean Squared Error(RMSE) will be used for comparisions of the LBG, the LBG-U and the two-stage parallel algorithm. Here the experiment results for the LBG and the LBG-U are from [4] . The values of the mean RMSE for the LBG, the LBG-U and the twestage parallel algorithm are illustrated in Figure 1 .
We can see from Figure 1 that the two-stage paral. lel algorithm can achieve much better classfication result compared to the LBG and nearly the same performance with the LBG-U. Here, the initial codebook is chosen randomly. Further, the two stage parallel algorithm can be implemented in parallel and this can reduce the cmmputation load for each processor and increase the speed of classification.
If the number of the codebooks is twenty, Figure 2 shows codebook distribution after inplementation of the SOM algorithm. Figuie 3 shows the codebok distribution improvement.With the threshho1d.D = 0.002, the codebook clustering result is shown in Figure 4 .
Conclusions
In this paper, a new twestage paarell classification algorithm was proposed based on the modified SOM algorithm. This new algorithm can a p e with any input data and simulation results proved to be much better than the conventional LBG approach. Its initial codebook can be chosen randomly and the local optimum issue associated with the LBG approach can be overcome by the modified SOM. The convergence issue can also be improved signicantly due to the introduction of a parallel sub-block computation mechanism. The parallel machanism proposed in this paper will direct us for designing possible quantum VQ algorithm in the sub-blocks based on the construction of distance matrix. This will increase the computation capability since each block can be done in parallel. 
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